
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Psychology A-Level transition work for year 11 students 2021 

 

 

  



 
Welcome to Psychology at Astrea Sixth Form St Neots 

Your teachers, Dr Cullen and Miss Seery, welcome you to Psychology a full A-level course that is part of the 

Social Sciences department. Psychology is one of the most popular Sixth Form subjects and you will be joining 

a course that has a large number of students and lots of opportunities to learn new things.  

The tasks in this worksheet have been chosen to help you to make the transition from Year 11 to the 

requirements of Year 12. Psychology is most likely something that you have not studied in detail before and 

the following tasks should allow you to make a strong start to the course.  

You will need a computer and internet connection to complete the tasks. Please make sure that you follow the 

instructions for each task. The tasks must be handed in to either Miss Seery or Dr Cullen at the start of your 

first lesson in September 2021. 

If you have any questions about the tasks before September, please contact Dr Cullen via his school email 

address douglas.cullen@astrea-longsands.org  

 

General Psychology tasks: 

Task 1: Watch the Crash Course Psychology preview available on YouTube. The presenter speaks very quickly 

so you might need to pause frequently. Once you have watched the introduction choose 5 other crash course 

psychology clips to watch and write a brief summary for each one.  

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PL8dPuuaLjXtOPRKzVLY0jJY-uHOH9KVU6 

Task 2: The British Psychological Society (BPS) is the organisation in charge of the rules psychologists have to 

follow when they are conducting their research. The BPS also keeps a record of all of the professional 

psychologists working in the UK. The BPS produces a summary of some of the most interesting research each 

fortnight called the BPS Research Digest. Sign up to receive the weekly email on the BPS website: 

http://digest.bps.org.uk/  

Find one article from the BPS Research Digest that interests you and write a summary of the article. 

Remember to look up any words that you do not understand.  

Task 3: Watch the BBC documentary by David Eagleman on YouTube called – What is Reality? (There is a link 

to it below). Write a summary in your own words about what you think were the most interesting facts that 

Eagleman and other researcher describe in the documentary.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=C8k-lrJrldw 
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Research Methods tasks: 

Task 4: Using Google look up the following terms: laboratory, field, natural and quasi experiments. 

Write a description for each type of research and try to explain how they are different and how they are 

similar. 

Task 5: Psychology uses the scientific method. Using the internet research what the word science means. In 

your own words write a description for each of the following terms: scientific method, Empiricism, 

Objectivity, Replicability, Theory Construction, and Hypothesis testing. 

Task 6: A large part of Psychology includes the ability to understand and use statistics. Please work out the 

answer to the following questions.  

A. If a company has 120 employees, and 50 of them are male, what percentage of the employees are 

male  

B. If the smallest height in a class of 30 students is 156cm and the tallest student is 182cm, what is the 

range?  

C. What does the term standard deviation mean? 

 

Memory Psychology tasks: 

Task 7: Watch and make summary notes on Elizabeth Loftus and Scott Fraser TED talks on Eye Witness 
Testimony (EWT). Your notes should approximately be about 300 words.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PB2OegI6wvI – Elizabeth Loftus TED talk.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4TQETLZZmcM – Scott Fraser TED talk.  

Task 8: Research the Innocence Project  https://www.innocenceproject.org/  which discusses cases where 

people have been wrongly found guilty of a crime because they were identified by the witness as responsible. 

Write a summary of a case where a person wrongly-fully convicted as a result of faulty EWT. 

 

 

END OF TASKS 
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